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Abstract. Knowledge graphs (KGs) enable the conceptualization of
knowledge about the world in a machine-readable format and serve as
a foundation to many advanced intelligent applications, such as conver-
sational agents. Ensuring the correctness and quality of KGs is essential
for the prevention of invalid application outputs and biased systems,
which can result from incorrectly or incompletely represented informa-
tion. While certain KG quality issues can be automatically detected,
others require human involvement, including the identification of in-
correctly modeled statements or the discovery of concepts not compli-
ant with how humans think. Human computation and crowdsourcing
(HC&C) techniques have been used as a promising method for outsourc-
ing human-centric tasks to human contributors at a reduced cost. Never-
theless, there is no clear guideline on how human-centric KG evaluations
should be prepared and scalable evaluation of large KGs utilizing HC&C
techniques alone remains a challenge. In this thesis, we investigate a
human-centric KG evaluation approach, relying on hybrid (human-AI)
intelligence, which leverages techniques from the semantic web, HC&C
and multi-agent systems communities for ensuring an efficiently planned,
scalable, well-coordinated, and thus transparent KG evaluation process.
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1 Introduction

Knowledge graphs enable the representation of domain-specific and domain-
independent information in a machine-readable format and are commonly used
as a backbone to many information systems and advanced intelligence applica-
tions, which rely on human knowledge [20]. KGs are often curated by extracting
information from semi-structured data sources or through crowdsourcing cam-
paigns. Since an automated extraction of knowledge is rarely impeccable, the
quality of the resulting KGs should be evaluated. Moreover, KGs are often reused
and extended over time, thus it is essential to ensure that they remain up-to-date
and accurately reflect evolving knowledge through ongoing maintenance [17].
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Many quality issues related to knowledge graphs can be automatically de-
tected (e.g., logical inconsistencies), while others require a human-centric eval-
uation. An example is the identification of concepts not compliant with human
cognition, inaccurately represented facts and controversial statements modeled
from a single perspective [23,4,14]. The traditional approach for addressing such
issues relies on domain-expert-evaluations. However, this is a costly and time-
intensive process, particularly when dealing with large KGs.

Human computation (HC), a method of outsourcing unautomatable tasks
of a system to human participants, can reduce evaluation costs by replacing
domain experts with crowd workers. HC is widely adopted for various tasks in the
semantic web (SW) research community [24]. A recent systematic mapping study
(SMS) [25] showed that 40% of papers, discussing a human-centric evaluation
of SW resources, rely on HC&C methods. For example, HC&C techniques were
utilized for verifying large biomedical ontologies [15], and evaluating the quality
of linked data as a collaborative effort between experts and the crowd [1]. Yet,
several issues in the human-centric KG evaluation domain remain:

P1: Lack of methodology and tools. The SMS [25] highlighted that while
human-centric KG evaluation has been abundantly addressed there is currently
no standardized methodology and tools supporting the knowledge engineers in
the preparations of such evaluations. This results in significant amount of manual
efforts for the engineers planing an evaluation campaign.

P2: Scalability Issue. Large KGs present a scalability challenge even for
crowd-sourced evaluations. In [21] the authors calculated that applying the
crowdsourcing assessment, proposed in [1], would require 3,000 years to vali-
date DBpedia, a large KG curated using automated extraction methods.

P3: Lack of transparency. To ensure a transparent KG evaluation process,
especially when both human and AI agents perform the evaluation, the question
arises of how such an evaluation approach should be coordinated, so that each
evaluation can be traced back to its origin across the process.

In this thesis we aim to establish a typical process of human-centric KG
evaluation and implement a tool supporting the preparation of such evaluation
campaigns (contribution C1, addressing P1). Additionally, we intend to imple-
ment a human-centric knowledge graph evaluation system, relying on hybrid
(human-AI) intelligence to enable an efficient evaluation of large KGs (C2,P2).
To ensure transparency in the KG evaluation process, we further formalize a
coordination framework within the hybrid approach (C3,P3).

To address the outlined objectives we employ a design science methodol-
ogy [7] and adhere to principles from experimental software engineering [31].
We utilize prior research on hybrid intelligence systems proposed for SW tasks
(i.e., ontology alignment [27] and entity linking [3]) and multi-agent system ap-
proaches aiming at crowd coordination[13,5]. Moreover, we specify two concrete
use cases for the evaluation of the established artifacts, namely evaluating the
Computer Science Ontology and WebIsALOD.

We continue by providing introductory definitions and related work in Sect. 2.
The problem statement and a discussion of the formulated research questions
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follow in Sect. 3. We outline the followed research methodology and the planned
evaluation of the proposed approach in Sect. 4 and 5 respectively. Preliminary
results are included in Sect. 6 and we conclude with a summary in Sect. 7.

2 Background and Related Work

We start by defining introductory notions in Sect. 2.1, continue with a discussion
of related work in the human-centric KG evaluation problem space (Sect. 2.2)
and an overview of current approaches in the solution space covering hybrid-
intelligence and multi-agent systems (Sect. 2.3).

2.1 Definitions

Knowledge Graph. We refer to the definition of knowledge graphs recently pro-
posed by Hogan et al., which defines a KG as "a graph of data intended to
accumulate and convey knowledge of the real world, whose nodes represent enti-
ties of interest and whose edges represent potentially different relations between
these entities"[8]. This definition is broad and as such also encompass other types
of semantic resources, such as ontologies and linked data.

Knowledge Graph Evaluation. In this thesis we view knowledge graph evaluation
as the refinement of KGs, defined by Paulheim as the improvement of KGs by
means of the identification and correction of errors or by completion of missing
information [20].

Human-centric Knowledge Graph Evaluation. Combining the definition above
with Mortensen’s argument that "only domain experts can interpret the sym-
bols in an ontology and determine whether they reflect their understanding of
the domain."[16], we define human-centric KG evaluation as the improvement
of knowledge graphs by means of dealing with errors which require human judg-
ment to be identified and corrected and the completion of missing information
by leveraging human (domain/general) knowledge.

2.2 State of the Art in Human-centric Knowledge Graph Evaluation

Evaluating the correctness of KGs has been extensively studied for more than 20
years. McDaniel and Storey [14] reviewed research in ontology assessment from
the last 20 years and identified that semantic mistakes cannot (yet) be fully
automatically detected. While automatic methods are fast and scalable, they
have limitations that require human involvement to be addressed.

Recently, Sabou et al. conducted a systematic mapping study of 100 pa-
pers from the last decade (2010-2020) dealing with human-centric evaluation
of various semantic resources, corresponding to our definition of KGs [25]. The
study showed that human-centric evaluations have been applied in a variety of
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domains and verification tasks. For instance, Acosta et al. proposed a find-fix-
verify workflow for assessing linked data quality issues, where domain experts
identify potential errors and crowd workers verify them [1]. Mortensen et al.
presented a crowd-based verification of taxonomic relationships from a medical
ontology [15], while in [4] crowdsourcing was used to investigate humans’ per-
ception on viewpoints and controversial facts modeled in ontologies. Ontology
enhancement achieved by crowdsourcing was investigated in [11] and a validation
of enriched ontologies was explored in [9].

Several methods have been proposed for the evaluation of SW resources,
aligning with our KG definition, such as linked data triples quality evaluation
through crowdsourcing and the TripleCheckMate tool [12], a task-based ontology
evaluation methodology [22], and a Protégé plugin that outsources certain tasks
of the ontology engineering process to games with a purpose or a crowdsourcing
platform [30]. Nevertheless, these methods lack important details and have been
established in an ad-hoc manner, rather than using a structured approach.

Despite the abundance of human-centric KG evaluation approaches, there is
yet no agreed upon methodology for conducting KG evaluation campaigns and no
tool supporting the knowledge engineers preparing them. Additionally, current
HC&C approaches have limitations when evaluating large KGs, and evaluations
are often not transparent. Thus, we next look into approaches of hybrid human-
AI and multi-agent systems addressing similar challenges in related fields.

2.3 Related Work on Hybrid-Intelligence and Multi-Agent Systems

Hybrid Human-AI Workflows for Semantic Web Tasks. Evaluations performed
with human involvement achieve high accuracy, but can become costly when
verifying large-scale knowledge graphs. Hybrid human-machine workflows, where
automated methods are supplemented by human input when the confidence score
is low, have been successfully applied for semi-automatic entity-linking [3] and
ontology alignment [27] tasks. Nevertheless, such a hybrid solution has not yet
been approached for the human-centric evaluation of KGs.

Coordination in Human-AI Collaborations. Workflow coordination known
from crowd coordination theory is mainly focused on the self-organization of
the crowd, while the coordination of hybrid systems has different requirements.
Previous studies [10,2] have identified that methods known from multi-agent
systems (MAS) can be utilized to solve crowd coordination challenges.

There has been limited research on how MAS methods can be used to coordi-
nate a hybrid process including both human agents and algorithms. It has been
shown that MAS algorithms can support and improve the performance of crowd
workers in tasks such as constraint satisfaction problems [13]. Additionally, the
combination of crowdsourcing and MAS has been investigated in a sustainable
transportation use case, where best route calculations guide delivery drivers [5].
Yet, there has not been an investigation of how MAS can be used to support
KG evaluation campaigns and their transparency.
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3 Problem Statement and Contributions

This thesis aims at investigating scalable and transparent evaluation of large
knowledge graphs. The following research questions are formulated and their
connection to specific challenges and contributions are visualized in Fig. 1:

Human-centric Knowledge Graph Evaluation
ContributionsChallenges

P1: Lack of Methodology and
Tool Support

P2: Scalability Issue

P3: Transparency of Evaluation C3: Coordination Framework 

C1: Methodology and Tool Support C2: Hybrid Intelligence System

human-in-the-loop
KG evaluation

campaigns

automated KG  
evaluation  
methods

knowledge
engineer

conducts

RQ1

RQ2

RQ3

Fig. 1. Challenges in human-centric KG evaluation (P1-P2), formulated research ques-
tions (RQ1-RQ3) and expected contributions (C1-C3).

RQ1. What is a typical process of human-centric knowledge graphs evaluation?
Currently, the process of managing a (large-scale) KG evaluation campaign

involving human participants requires high efforts of the knowledge engineer con-
ducting the evaluation (P1 in Fig. 1) as a result of a lack of clear design guidance
(e.g., how to manage the qualification of the participants or how to display the
KG segments to the evaluators) and missing methodology (i.e., what part of the
evaluation should be designed at which stage). To minimize the organizational
efforts of knowledge engineers, clear steps to be followed should be outlined and
a tool supporting this methodology should be implemented (C1 in Fig. 1).

RQ2. How can hybrid intelligence be applied for achieving a scalable human-
centric knowledge graph evaluation process?

Large KGs pose a challenge for current human-centric evaluation approaches
(P2 in Fig. 1). This thesis will investigate how the strengths of state-of-the art
algorithms and human-in-the-loop approaches can be combined to reduce human
efforts and costs of human-centric KG evaluations to ensure a scalable solution.
We will explore methods, reducing the tasks assigned to human participants
(e.g., graph-based defect candidate detection, link prediction), and requirements
(e.g., possible human-AI interaction workflows) for an efficient hybrid intelli-
gence system by looking at concrete KG evaluation use cases. The investigations
performed will lead to the implementation of a hybrid intelligence system for
human-centric KG evaluation (C2 in Fig. 1).

RQ3. How can a human-AI knowledge graph evaluation campaign be coordi-
nated to ensure a transparent evaluation process?
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A hybrid human-machine framework requires the coordination of complex
workflows between human and machine (algorithmic) agents. A clear transpar-
ent process should be followed for delegating the tasks and coordinating them
between all agents to ensure the traceability of potential mistakes for the ease
of their correction (P3 in Fig. 1). The process should also allow for information
of the evaluation to be saved so that in case a re-evaluation is needed, e.g., af-
ter a KG modification, only these KG elements are verified that are affected by
the implemented changes. Therefore, the result of RQ3 would be a coordination
framework for human-centric KG evaluations (C3 in Fig. 1).

4 Research Methodology and Approach

In this thesis, we follow the design science methodology for information systems
research [7] to establish the following information artifacts: a set of task design
guidelines for human-centric KG evaluation tasks (C1); a methodology and tool
support for carrying out human-centric KG evaluation campaigns (C1); a hybrid
intelligence system for conducting KG evaluation studies (C2); and a coordina-
tion framework for hybrid intelligence KG evaluations (C3).

known hybrid
intelligence
workflows 

MAS theories

SMS: "Human
centric

evaluation of
semantic

resources"

Knowledge Base

100

case study  
replications
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Environment
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engineering
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Fig. 2. An overview of the design-science-based methodology followed in this thesis.

Figure 2 visualizes how the relevance, rigor and design cycles are addressed.
By involving key stakeholders in need of such artifacts (i.e., knowledge engineers)
and focusing on two concrete use cases we address the relevance cycle of the de-
sign science methodology. We ensure the rigor cycle by incorporating knowledge
from existing literature, among others, the results of a large scale SMS [25],
developed workflows for hybrid intelligent systems, methods from MAS, and
empirical principles of software engineering followed in the planned evaluations.

The artifacts resulting from the investigation of each research question will
rely on (several) evaluation cycles as described in Sect. 5. We plan two eval-
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uation use cases, which allow us to test the hybrid system for e.g., evaluating
the correctness of hierarchical relations, in both a domain-specific and a general
setting:

Evaluating the Computer Science Ontology (CSO). CSO structures computer
science knowledge extracted automatically from 16M publications [18] and en-
ables novel scientometrics tasks such as identifying research communities [19] and
forecasting research trends [26]. Its current verification relies on domain experts,
who search through the CSO Portal, rate topics and relations as (in)correct, and
provide alternative viewpoints, aggregated by an editorial team.

Evaluating WebIsALOD. WebIsALOD is a large KG containing 400M hyper-
nymy relations, automatically extracted from the CommonCrawl web corpus,
describing generic knowledge [6]. The current verification of the resource relies
on machine learning models trained with a set of 500 relations, validated by
crowd workers, to determine confidence scores related to relation correctness.

5 Evaluation Plan

Several information systems artifacts are to be developed in the course of this
thesis, each requiring a different evaluation strategy.

Controlled Experiments. The human-centric KG evaluation task design guide-
lines, resulting from RQ1, will be evaluated adhering to the methodology for
experimental investigation in software engineering by Wohlin [31], i.e., by hy-
pothesis testing.

Case Studies. The designed methodology, developed as part of RQ1, will be
evaluated by replicating human-centric KG evaluation approaches, previously
performed without following a concrete methodology. Thus, a comparative anal-
ysis of the time efforts and re-usability of the process is enabled. The tool support
developed for the human-centric KG evaluation process will indirectly be eval-
uated in these replication studies. However, we also plan to conduct interviews
with domain experts and software architects to further evaluate the tool.

For the evaluation of the hybrid intelligence system, designed as part of RQ2,
we will apply the system in the concrete use case of the Computer Science
Ontology. We plan to organize an evaluation with computer science researchers,
where one control group will use the CSO Portal as a baseline and the other(s) the
implemented hybrid system. The evaluation will consist in assessing differences
in terms of the quantity and range of identified defects and viewpoints as well
as the time needed to perform the evaluation.

Lastly, to evaluate the coordination framework (RQ3) for the hybrid intel-
ligence system we plan an active-learning evaluation approach of WebIsALOD.
We will test different strategies to select tasks to be sent to human agents (e.g.,
based on confidence scores, outlier detection, etc.). Verified items will be used
to update the classification model and the evaluation will consist in iterating
through the process until no significant improvements in the classification accu-
racy are observed when refining the model. Additionally, the transparency of the
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framework will be evaluated along several dimensions such as understandability,
conciseness, provenance, etc.

6 Preliminary Results

HC&C methods for ontology verification. As an entry point to this thesis, human-
centric tasks and their solution was investigated in parallel to the conducted
SMS [25]. In [29], we proposed a HC solution for the verification of ontology
restrictions by means of universal and existential quantifiers and reported on a
controlled experiment to study two core task design aspects: (i) the formalism
to represent ontology axioms in the HC task and (2) participant qualification
testing. We found that visual axiom representation and prior knowledge of on-
tology restriction models lead to best results while prior modeling knowledge
reduces the evaluation times. In a future publication, we will discuss how the
qualification test was set up and propose implementation guidelines that could
be used for ontology-related tasks, contributing to answering RQ1.

HERO - a Human-Centric Ontology Evaluation PROcess. RQ1 was also par-
tially addressed in [28] where we formalized a process for conducting human-
centric ontology evaluation. In addition, an initial framework was developed to
support this process by (semi-)automating a portion of the activities. HERO is a
process model for human-centric KG evaluation, targeted toward micro-tasking
environments such as crowdsourcing platforms and focusing on batch-style eval-
uations. At a high-level the process and its activities can be structured into
the stages of preparation, execution and follow-up. The process was derived by
analyzing steps discussed in literature, semi-structured interviews with experts
and an expert focus group discussion. For the evaluation, we replicated our
previous manual evaluation approach from [29] with the support of the HERO
artifacts and compared the time effort in both approaches. We found that HERO
could decrease manual effort up to 88% for the preparation activities involved
in human-centric ontology evaluation campaigns. In [28] we focused on describ-
ing the process that knowledge engineers follow when conducting human-centric
evaluation, while in a future publication the implemented tool will be discussed
in detail.

7 Summary

Knowledge graphs are used as a skeleton of many AI applications having high im-
pact on human society. Since automated methods have their limitations, human
involvement is a requirement for the evaluation of KGs. Assessing and improving
low-quality KGs deals with incorrectly modeled information, and can thus pre-
vent biased and discriminating systems resulting from knowledge graph quality
issues. The proposed hybrid intelligence approach would enable human-centric
KG evaluation of large-scale KGs, which are a problem for currently available
evaluation methods. By providing a transparent evaluation process, bias sources
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can easily be identified and corrected, and the overall quality of the KG, and
the system using it, can be improved. The outlined work holds the potential to
bring novel contributions that can impact not only the SW, HC&C, and MAS
communities, but also offer valuable insights for human-AI collaborations across
various domains.
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